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RENKU: reproducibilit y made easy
Renku is a tool for reproducibile data science. Renku makes it  possible 

to t rack your work and easily share your process and results with 

others.

Renkulab is our hosted plat form for code environments and features 

for collaborat ion. Define a Julia environment and share it  with others. 

Everyone works with the same versions of packages and tools, and it  

all happens at  the click of a but ton: nothing to manage or install.

How it  works
Publishing code and data alone does not  make a project  reproducible 

or even replicable. For this, it  is necessary to provide addit ional 

informat ion. Fortunately, there are exist ing tools for each of these.

What environment does the code run in?

How are code and data combined to generate results?

How did code and data evolve to the present state?

Renku bundles git  and Docker together with workflow  and semant ic 

web technologies to construct  a knowledge graph that  binds research 

art ifacts with their provenance and metadata, containing the 

informat ion necessary to automat ically replicate a result  and 

conceptually understand how it  was created.

 

The Data Science Process

With Renku, your work is t racked 

and reproducible, giving you the 

confidence to t ry things out  and 

explore avenues. You can always 

return to the last  working state if 

necessary. And months later, you 

will st ill know why you did what  

you did.

formulate 

quest ion

Benefits
Everyone benefits from 

reproducible processes, but  the 

main beneficiary is you, yourself.

In theory, the data science process 

is st raight forward and linear.

In practice, it  is messy. As you 

work, you backtrack, revise your 

ideas and update your approach.

Theory
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We support  Julia
With Renkulab, you can work in 

Julia. Your colleagues can view 

your results and step through your 

analysis and execute your code, 

even if they are not  Julia 

developers themselves.

We provide a ready-to-go Julia 

template for Renku projects with 

no addit ional set  up required.

Get t ing start  on Renku with Julia Working with Julia on Renkulab
Once you have configured and started your session, you can access a host  of tools from the JupyterLab 

interface to help you do data science with Julia. Jupyter Notebooks with Julia kernels are available to 

prototype your work, whilst  the terminal allows you to access the Renku command-line interface, 

which is installed as default  on Renku projects.

https://renkulab.io


Get t ing start  on Renku with Julia

Configuring your session

Working with Julia on Renkulab
Once you have configured and started your session, you can access a host  of tools from the JupyterLab 

interface to help you do data science with Julia. Jupyter Notebooks with Julia kernels are available to 

prototype your work, whilst  the terminal allows you to access the Renku command-line interface, 

which is installed as default  on Renku projects.

Renku commands
Your workflows can be t racked and made reproducible by running them through renku run.  

Metadata is generated behind the scenes and you can view it  graphically on your project  page. 

On renkulab.io, we provide 

free computat ional resources 

to get  you up and running.

Define your configurat ion and 

start  your session with one 

click.

Creat ing a Julia 

project  in Renkulab is 

easy. 

Our base Julia 

template works out  

of the box, but  you 

can customise it  if 

you are a power user.



Extending Renku: for Julia and beyond
Renku is designed to integrate into your exist ing stack(s) and work habits, not  compete with 

them. If you are an advanced user, you can customise your environment and experience 

using Renkulab.

Managing packages
The JupyterLab Terminal 

allows you to access the Julia 

command line direct ly. From 

there, the familiar Pkg 

manager can be used to add 

dependencies. 

The Project .toml and 

Manifest .toml file, which 

come as defaults from the 

standard Julia template, will 

be updated accordingly.

Customising your container
We use Docker to manage the container from which your session loads. Each 

project  has its own Dockerfile which can be customised to add any Linux 

software you may need as part  of your project . You can also set  up environment 

variables there which will be defined as soon as your session is launched.

Pluto.jl
Renku's sessions are built  up from JupyterHub, which itself allows a host  

of extensions. We are able to serve other end-points, like dashboards and 

virtual desktops.

Using such extensions is possible to extend Renku to be able to host , for 

example, Pluto notebooks, which are a popular alternat ive to Jupyter 

Notebooks themselves. They are plain .jl files and allows for smart  

re-execut ion of dependent  cells.

You can then fire up a Pluto notebook and a new tab will take you to 

Pluto.jl! The Jupyter Notebook opt ion will remain as a default , so Renku 

can be used flexibly.

Need the same defaults all the t ime? Make a template!
For advanced users, or those teaching a course, there are often a list  of dependencies or 

files needed for a large group of users. In this case, you can define a Renku project  

template which can be shared and instant iated across users.

We maintain a stack of them here: 

ht tps:/ / github.com/ SwissDataScienceCenter/ contributed-project-templates,

and we encourage users to define templates that  may be useful for their own Julia 

community.

https://github.com/SwissDataScienceCenter/contributed-project-templates
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Get  in touch

Ask quest ions @ Discourse
ht tps:/ / renku.discourse.group/

Chat  about  Renku @ Git ter
ht tps:/ / git ter.im/ SwissDataScienceCenter/ renku

Check out  manuals & tutorials
ht tps:/ / renku.readthedocs.io/ en/ latest / get t ing_started.html

Request  features & report  bugs @ GitHub

ht tps:/ / github.com/ SwissDataScienceCenter/ renku
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Need the same defaults all the t ime? Make a template!
For advanced users, or those teaching a course, there are often a list  of dependencies or 

files needed for a large group of users. In this case, you can define a Renku project  

template which can be shared and instant iated across users.

We maintain a stack of them here: 

ht tps:/ / github.com/ SwissDataScienceCenter/ contributed-project-templates,

and we encourage users to define templates that  may be useful for their own Julia 

community.
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